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of Proust and Freud invite comparison at so many

points that the avoidance of comparison by those critics who have

teen willing to link their names must be accounted a thing of

wonder. Foi proust and Freud culture informs and is informed by

sexuality, and both write urgentiy and at length ab-out the manifold

fo.-s of'r.*ual desire that meet and compete in the moral, artistic

and intellectual spheres. For both of them language is.the hugely

unstablemediuminwhichdesireissocialisedandinwhich
constant failures of that socialisation occur: language is at once a

retreat from, and a surreptitious return route to' the libidinal

substratum. Aaa ao this a willingness on the part of each to disclose

the desiring impulses and gambits that underlie his own

productionJarrd t-h" two writers begin to seem irresistibly, perhaps

iven cloyingly, comParable.

But until now most loint discussion of Proust and Freud has

been content to Pufsue lesser quarries. First, it has addressed the

questions: how much, if anything, of Freud's work did Proust

k.ro*? if he had read nothing or little, what sort of hearsay

acquaintance with Freud's ideas could he be expected to have

derivecl from his casual reading, from salon conversation, from his

-""y *.ai.al acquaintances? Secondly, it has taken a few bare and

som.ti-es incompletely understood concepts from primets of

psychoanalysis, named or nicknamed them 'Freudian theory" and

lppfi.a them to Proust's imaginary narrator in the context of his

imaginary family. What both these approaches have for the most

f^r,'orr"ilookei i, that Proust and Freud have many pty*o-
iogi."l, sociological and linguistic interests in common, that their

*l.tt, whatever knowledgi the one author may have- had of the

other, are reciprocally illuminating to a remarkable degree' and

that the two sets of tl*ts mesh together and interact, and at the

same time contest and difrract each other, in numerous ways.l

In order to give some idea of the scale of the terrain to be

explored I shalisimply list ten sample areas of common interest

(there nre many others), of which I have chosen two for discussion

here:

(i) infantile sexuality and the Oedipus complex

(iii sadism, masochism and their various hybridisatior-rs
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(iii) pathological jealousy
(iv) bisexuality and homosexuality
(v) dream analysis and the rules of interpretation
(vi) the theory of the unconscious
(vii) the 'accidental' emergence of the unconscious in errors,

slips, symptoms, mannerisms and iokes
(viii) the theory of consciousness
(ix) the role of free association in the investigation of mentai

DTOCESS

(x) iheories of writing

A joint exploration of the two writers will of course proceed

differently in different areas. In certain cases Proust's narrator's

fluctuating theoretical Pronouncements can be measured against

one or other of Freud's theories. For example, one of the narrator's

accounts of conscious thought in La Fugitiue -'Ia pens6e ayant un

pouvoir de renouvellement ou plut6t une impuissance de conserv-

ation' (ru, 6q+) - is directly comparable to Freud's account of
consciousness, in Belond the Pleasure Principle and elsewhere, as a

system through which stimuli pass without leaving any permanent

trace (xvrrr, z5) or as a magically self-erasing writing-pad (xrx,
zz7_32).2 In certain other cases, Freud provides versatile ex-

pioratory tools for the analysis of Proust's text: Freud's discussion

inTlte Interpretation of Dreams of condensation and displacement as

primary modes of mental functioning (w, 279-3o9), for. example,

illuminates Proust's convoluted and mobile metaphofical textures.

In still other cases broader kinds of compatison are available:

between Proust and Freud as artists in interpretation, or as

sufferers from that hypertrophy of the interpretative function of
mind that Deleuze and Guattari have calIed interpretosis.s Most
instructively of all, perhaps, Proust may be called upon to provide

a complex phenomenology for mental processes - those associated

with tisexuality, jealousy and sado-masochism, for instance -
upon which Freud performed certain of his most adventufous

pieces of theoretical modelling.
This high degree of comparability and commutability between

the Freudian and Proustian corpuses should not lead us to
understate the wide gaps between them. Apart from the generic

discontinuity, which is far from trivial, between the novel and the

scientific treatise, the most notable of these gaps involves the kind

of psycholog f , or rather of psychologising, that Proust's n r^tor
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himself chiefly does. Let us remember a tone and an analytic
diction used throughout I la recherche du tenpt perdu in the
narrator's discussion oF mental process. The passage below is part
of the extended Venetian episode which occurs towards the end of
La Fugitit,e (and from which most of my later quotatiofls will also

be taken). Like much of that episode, it is concerned with the death

of Albertine and with the disruption, provoked by that death, of
the narrator's own sense of coherence and continuitv as a person:

on ne s'affligc pas plus d'6tre dcvenu un autre, les ann6es ayant pass6 et dans

I'ordre de la succession des temps, qu'on ne s'affiige, i une m6me 6poque, d'6tre

tour i tour les |tre s contradictoires, le m6chant, le sensible, le d6licat, le mufle, le

ddsint6ress6, I'ambitieux qu'on est tour e tour chaque journ6e. Et la raison pour

laquclle on ne s'cn afflige pas est la mdme, c'est que le moi 6clips6 *
momentanement dans le dernier cas et quand il s'agit du caractdre, pour
toujours dans le premier cas et quand il s'agit des passions - n'est pas li pour
deplorer, I'autre l'autre clui est i ce moment-li, ou d6sormais, tout vous; le mufle
sourit de sa muflerie car on est le mufle, et I'oublieux ne s'attriste pas de son

manclue de m6moire, pr6cis6ment parce qu'on a oubli6.a (:'r,64z)

This is a subtle language, abstract yet untechnical, fot the

introspective analysis of mind in action, and has of course deep

roots in the French intellectual tradition: in the work of Mon-
taigne, Descartes, Pascal, La Rochefoucauld and La Bruydre; in the

psychologising philosophies of Maine de Biran or Bergson and in
the rontans personne/s of Constant, Nerval, Fromentin and others.

Into this commodious ready-made language certain kinds of
Proustian speculation could insert themselves smoothly: it enabled

the narrator to seize uPon and discuss such dangerous toPics as the

multiplicity of the self, forgetfulness, psychical numbness, de-
personalisation, and thc inconstancy or contradictoriness of desire,

yet at the same time to suggest that this teeming world of dispersed

and discontinuous personal life ruas indeGnitely, and at will,
retrievable to consciousness and subfect to the control of the

single, imperturbable self that resided there. Later on the same

page we read: 'ma pens6e 6tait d6id habitu6e i son nouveau maitre -
mon nouveau moi';5 in one gesturc the fragmentation of the self is

espousecl and superseded. At these moments Proust's narrator is

an associationist psychologist of an entirely traditional stamp. All
experience is the writing of complicated and superimposed
message s on the mental tabula rasa; given proper knowledge of the

modes of association between idea and idea, and given lucidity,
patience and dedication in the required measure, what experience
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has ravelled the mind can of itself, acting freely upon itself,
unfavel.

Such introspective analytic performances are of course not only
unassimilable to psychoanalysis, they are based on theoretical sup-
positions to which it was and remains hostile. For psychoanalysis
reprusion is an unavoidably central fact about the mental life:
Freud's theory concerns itself precisely with the limitations under
which the retrieval capacities of the conscious mind labour, and
with the indirect, devious and unmasterable routes by which the
repressed contents of the unconscious may become availabie to
conscious reflection. Psychoanalysis may have been born by
agonising parthenogenesis within Freud's introspective mind -
this is the view of Ernest Jones, who celebrates at length in his
biography the solitary acts of heroism by which Freud discovered
within himself the Oedipus complex - but in its theoretical
elaboration, and in the practical work that it does as a therapeutic
method, psychoanalysis is relentlessly dialogical and dialectical. (A
marked introspective capacity in the analysand may assist but may
also impede analytic treatment.) The dynamic relationship
between the unconscious and the preconscious-conscious systems

is such that resistance may be overcome, repression lifted and
previously unconscious material made available to reflcction only
by way of the mediations and displacements of the analytic
dialogue. Over and against the introspective model, in vzhich the
mind is transparent from level to level and permeable part by part,
Freud offers us models of the mind in which part is radically
extrinsic to part and in which barriers and opacities may
occasionally be attenuated but never definitively removed.

Clearly, if the encounter between A la recherclte du temps perda
and psychoanalytic theory is to be close and informative, we shall be

obliged to look beyond the smooth psychological speculations of
Proust's narrator, to distrust his masterful voice and to ask

whether an alternative psychology - more unstable, more dia-
lectical and more discontinuous - may not also be ingrained in
Proust's text. The psychological topics of common interest t<.r

Ptoust and Freud that I have chosen from my original list for more
detailed discussion are: (i) errors and slips and (ii) bisexuality.

II

Both writers are hyper-acute observers of error; for both the
erroneous, the erratic and the errant are powerful sources of
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meaning; and for both the ready flow of such material within

"rr"rydJy 
human exchange creates problems of organisation and

-^k.s tleir own claims io error-freeness difficult to sustain with

conficlence. Precisely the everydayness ofthe perceptual and vetbal

events anthologised in T he P sltch op ath o log1t of E'ue ryda1 Life, and the

gaiety of Freud's anecdotal manner' have made this his most

iop,ri^t and least menacing work. And many a'popular' dilution

tf pry.nounalytic thinkittg h^t taken its cue from this volume and

from'its companion study of iokes: errors, slips and iokes have

allowed the unconscious to be portrayed as desultory - only

momentarily audible and hence, seemingly, a thing of the moment-
and likely to make itself felt in the world of purposeful speech and

behaviour as no mofe than an occasional benign purveyor of
witticisms of as an ineft-ectual subversive whose attacks leave their

tafget institutions intact. But although Freud's serried catalogues

of lapses, gaffes and embarrassments may seem to give support to

this view. the most disconsolate themes of The Interpretation of

Dreams are also amply Present in the P slchopathology ' In both books

unconscious desire, however briefly glimpsed, is in fact obdurate

and unstoppable and exerts a continuous Pressure upon a1l human

activity. A.td *o.d., which when spoken may indeed acquire

certain of their accidental-seeming inflections in direct fesponse to

that pressure, are also a facilitating medium for all unspoken mental

oroductions. This 'compliance oithe linguistic mztetial', as Freud

called it in the Pslchipathotogy (vt, zzz), allowed unconscious

motives and wishes to find local expression in slips but, more

gravely, made the elimination of erfor, whether from the language

of neurosis or from the language in which the theory of

psychoanalysis itself was articulated, into an exacting and un-

finishable task.6
Proust too is a pathologist of speech-habits, and his inex-

haustible fund of co-i. caie-material, which extends from the

malapropisms of Frangoise to the proliferating banalities of

Noroois- ancl the clannish affectations of the Guermantes, may

sod.ienly give way to linguistic aberrations that are ominously

charged'w]th emoiion. 'Failed performances' - if I may hazard an

alteriative translation for the German term (Fehlleistang) that is

usually obscurely rendered as'parapraxis'? - of the exact kind that

Freud discusses are relatively.a." in A la rechercha. But certain of

these provide the n^rr^tor with a direct route to the realm of

unconicious motivation, absorb several pages of text and are
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placed at major points of transition within the narrative. In the case

of Albertine's 'me faire casset [le pot]' (ut, 331),8 for example, a

slip of the tongue reveals in her an unsuspected mode of 'perverse'

sexual desire (for anal intercourse) and launches the narrator upon
a protracted analysis that characteristically blends puzzlement,

inJignation and envy (ur, 337-4t). This desire' once revealed and

analysed, allows the narrator to contemplate dispassionately, and

thereafter to provoke, Albertine's flight from caPtivity.
During the Venetian episode this eloquent 'failed performance'

of Albertine's is answered by another, a mis-transcription or a mis-

reading by which Albertine, now dead, seems to have been

resurrected. By teiegram the narrator had summoned the fugitive
Aibertine back to him; by an almost simultaneous telegram he had

been told of her death (Irr, 476); and a telegram now revives her

(Proust dramatises his account of self-enclosed subjectivity in La
Fugitiue* its distance from others, its resistance to Penetration - by
having all these portentous messages travel at the speed of light):

. . . le portier me remit une d6pdche que 1'employ6 du t6l6graphe 6tait tl6ji venu

trois fois pour m'apporter,ca,r d, cause de l'inexactitude du nom du destinataire

(que ie compris pourtant i travers les d6formations des employ6s italiens €tre Ie

mien), on demandait un accus6 de 16ception certifiant que le t6l6gramme 6tait bien

pour moi. Je l'ouvris dds que je fus dans ma chambre, et ietant un coup d'ceil sur

un libell6 rempli de mots mal transmis, ie pus lire n6anmoins: 'Mon ami, vous me

croyez rnorte, pardonnez-moi, ie suis ttds vivante, ie voudrais vous voir, vous

parler mariage, quand revenez-vous? Tendrement. Albertine.'s (rrr, 64r)

By this stage in the novel Venice is a place where memory and

forgetfulness are inseparably woven together; it offers release from
the traumatic residues of passion yet at the same time provides
countless associative Paths by which that passion may by accident
be revived. In this telegram, Albertine's precarious afterlife
within the narrator's oublieuse mdmoirer, finds its most laconic form:
in a wrong name. But what kind of error has been made? The name

'Gilberte' has been confused with its near-miss anagram 'Alber-
tine'. But by whom?

La d6p€che que j'avais regue derniirement et que i'avais crue d'Albertine, cette

d6o6che 6tait de Gilbette. comme I'oriqinalit6 assez factice de l'6criture de

Gilberte consistait principalement, quand elle 6crivait une ligne, i faire figurer

dans la ligne sup6rieure ies barres de I qui avaient I'air de souligner les mots ou ies

points sur les; qui avaient I'air d'interrompre les phtases de la ligne d'au-dessus, et

en revanche d intercaler dans la ligne d'au-dessous les queues et arabesques des

mots qui leut €taient superposEs, il 6tait tout naturel que I'employ6 du t6l6graphe

etrt lu les boucles d's ou d) de la ligne sup6rieure comme un'ine' finissant le mot
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de Gilberte. Le point sur I'i de Gilberte 6tait mont6 au-dessus faire point de

suspension. Quant i son G, il avait I'air d'wn A gothique. Qu'en dehors de cela

deux ou trois mots eussent 6t6 mal lus, ptis les uns dans les autres (certains,
d'ailleurs, m'avaient paru incompr6hensibles), cela 6tait suffisant pour expliquer
les d6tails de mon erreur, et n'6tait mdme pas n,6cessaire. Combien de lettres lit
dans un mot une personne distraite et surtout pr6venue, qui part de I'id€e que la
lettre est d'une certaine personne? combien de mots dans la phrase? On devine en

lisant, on cr6e; tout part d'une erreur initiale; celles qui suivent (et ce n'est pas

seulement dans la lecture des lettres et des t6l6grammes, Pas seulement dans toute
lecture), si extraordinaires qu'elles puissent paraitre i celui qui n'a pas le mEme

point de d6part, sont toutes naturelles. Une bonne partie de ce que nous croyons,
et iusque dans les conclusions dernidres c'est ainsi, avec un entetement et une

bonne foi 6gales, vient d'une premidre m6prise sur les pr€misses.u (ttr,616)

The erratic anagr^mmatising of Gilberte's name has had at least

three possible phases: Gilberte's ornate handwriting could have
provided cues for misreading (her flourishes have an irresponsible
semantic power); the telegraph clerk, responding to one or other
of these cues, could have made a mistake (Freud, analysing his own
example of error in telegrams, singled out these clerks as artists in
'secondary revision', vr, rz9-3o); the wishful naratot himself
could have read 'correctly' the incorrect name or distorted further
an already distorted message or introduced the whole distortion
himself. The narrator does not adiudicate between the alternative
prehistories of 'his' error, for in the face of his powerful
unconscious wish - that Albertine should be alive - each of them is

equally credible. In viithholding iudgment on the merely pre-
cipitating causes involved, the narrator is continuing in miniature
a procedure akeady familiar to readers of La Prisonniire and La
Fugitiue - that procedure whereby a number of successive or
imbricated hypotheses are left permanently unresolved. In the
passage that seParates the error from its explanation, two clear
examples of this occur. The 'real' death of Albertine - the only one
that matters to the narrator - is her death as a structure of his own
thought; the creation, flowering and extinction of that structure
are subject to their own causal laws and these are not reducible, or
even coherently relatable, to the laws which govern the life and

death of Albertine's body (64r-z). But within two pages an
interference between the two causal orders is allowed: news of
Albertine's apparent return to life accelerates the onset of
forgetfulness and indifference (64), despite the narrator's earlier
claim that this process had run its full course before the arrival of
the telegram. A similar equivocation takcs place on the nature of
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the self: can the self be subject to definitive mutation, severed from
its own past states, or, on the contrary, can it be defined only by its
improbable power to endure? In one view the self is endlessly in
eclipse (642) and thought incapable of conserving anything (644).

In another the selfanxiously returns in thought to the scene ofits
losses and, without seeking continuity, endlessly finds it: 'Notre
amour de Ia vie n'est qu'une vieille liaison dont nous ne savons Pas
nous d6barrasser. Sa force est dans sa permanence' (6+S).t'

One thing seems to the narrator certain despite these conceptual
and emotional indecisions: there had been an initial mistake from
which all subsequent mistakes flowed. The misreader of a letter is
one who begins from an erroneous idea - 'l'id6e que la lettre est

d'une certaine personne'. The point is repeated and reinforced:
'tout part d'une erreur initiale'; '[une] bonne Partie de ce que nous

croyons . . . vient d'une premidre-m€prise sur les prEmisses'.13 But
these anxious repctitions suggest that there is something singulady
unstable about the narrator's claim. A passage that discusses one
near-miss 

^nagr^m 
(Gilbern -+ Albertine) as the revealer of a

hidden wish ends with another, emphatic and still more complex:
premiire --+ mdprise --+ prdmisses. In this culminating piece of
word-play, notions of temporal or logical priority threaten to
dissolve into the centrally placed notion of misapprehension or
mistake. And the narrator's most distinctively'Freudian' account
of misreading earlier in the passage has already allowed that error
may have no origin or beginning: 'ce n'est pas seulement dans la

lecture des lettres et des t6l6grammes, pas seulement dans toute
lecture'.14 Error may simply be an inescapable condition of mental
performances.

This is an episode, then, in whicl'r analytic and interpretative
mastery is ostensibly being sought, but in which, detail by detail,
mastery is being undermined. As explanation vies indecisively
with explanation and as the copious narrative self reinvents its

characteristics, factual errew tvrns into textual errance; in the
discussion of lapses further lapses occur; and the attemPted
correction of symptomatic misreadings becomes symPtomatic in
its turn. If we were looking for straightforward conclusions on
'Freud and Proust' at this premature stage, if conclusions were to
be allowed at all on such a narrow range of evidence, we could say

that both are searchers for the latent beneath the manifest and in
particular for that which is insistently and informingly desired
beneath all that is casual and contingent in human conduct; both
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are attentive to the derivatives of the unconscious and regard
'failed performances' as accurate pointers to unconscious motiv-
ation; and for both the discovery of this instructive material is a
disquieting one, an invitation to disorder. The couplet from the
second part of Goethe's Faust that appears on the title-page of The
Pslcltopathology of Euerydal LiJb could also serve as an epigraph to
La I:agitiue:

Nun ist clie Luft von solchem Spuk so voll,
DaB niemand wieB, wie er ihn meiden soll.

Now fills tl.re air so rnany a haunting shape,
That no one knows how best he may escape.l5

But comparative conclusions like this are far too simple. For while
indicating a certain degree of congruence between the two writers,
or prominent moments of conceptual overlap between their
works, they omit the complex middle-distance. The major lesson
of Freud's theory for observers of Proust's text is that symptomatic
slips are likely to be visible elsevrhere than in the narrator's
theoretical discussion of such slips, and indeed that his fluent
discussion and his propensity for theory may themselves become
suspect once a fuller range of unconscious motives has been
revealed. Freud alerts us to the v/ays in which Proust's text means
on the matgins of its oratorical declarations and in the interstices of
its famously penetrating analyses. In the passage I have discussed,
for example, the alternative order of slips and of motives woulc
have to do with the killing of Albertine rather than with her
involuntary resuscitation. For her death - whether real or
imaginary, bodily or mental, telegrammatically confuted or
anagrammatically confirmed - is relentlessly reiterated as the
ingenious analytic texture spreads, and the unconscious that
revives her is providing itself with the opportunity to despatch her
again. Freud helps us to see how many kinds and levels of
interlocution Proust has inserted into his narrator's tireless
soliloquy, and to distrust his psychologising even when this is of a

scemingly clairvoyant psychoanalytic kind.

III

Freud and Proust were both consummate dialecticians of human
sexuality, and the scale and complexity of their enquiries are still
astonishing today. Only very rarely in the later twentieth century *
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but unmistakably in, say, Foucault's Histoire de la sexualitd - has
analytic subtlety comparable to theirs been devoted to the
procedures by which sexual attitudes and identities are fabricated
within culture. Both conferred unusual epistemic privileges upon
'aberrant' configurations of sexual desire; both were impassioned
relativists in their surveys of sexual behaviour yet had recourse to
the strong-minded normative categories of their age in their
moments of moral or intellectual exhaustion. And both made the
unsettling discovery that in order to present a coherenr account of
what sexual creatures did the phenomenon of bisexuality had to be
entirely rethought: it had to be retrieved from the wild and distant
shores to which the cumulative pslchopathia sexaalis of modern
Europe had consigned it and given a central role in the new
literature of sex.

'Without taking bisexuality into account', Freud wrote in his
Three Essals on the Theory of Sexaalig (t9ol), 'I think it would
scarcely be possible to arrive at an understanding of the sexual
manifestations that are actually to be observed in men and women'
(vtt, zzo). The bisexual constitution of human beings at large made
the description 'homosexual' unreliable and imprecise and, in
conjunction with other factors, prompted Freud to speak of the
'manifold permutations' to vrhich homosexual desire was subject
(xvrrr, r7o). In The Ego and the Id (t9z)that same constitution was
presented as a permanent obstacle to the intelligible description of
the child's early development (xrx, 3 3): the young child cannot be
other than uncertain in his or her choice of sexual object and
uncertainty preys too upon any theorist who seeks to trace the
developmental routes by which this or that variety of adult sexual
preference is reached. For Proust's n^rr^tor in La Prisonniire and
La Fugitiue, bisexuality similarly figures as an epistemological
outrage and moment by moment frustrates the search for
intelligibility in his petsonal relationships. Albertine's mobile
desires are the object of interminable speculation and analysis - of
albertinage, as these irremediably anxious textual performances
have been called. To answer the question that her sexuality poses
would be to reach the blissful outcome of a tormented philo-
sophical quest.

'Male and female created He them.'But in Paris and Vienna by
the eady years of the present century, the Creator's original
distribution of sexual kinds had gone seriously awry. Teasing
sexual indeterminacy of a kind that had long been familiar in works
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of art - in Leonardo's Saint John the Baptist or Caravaggio's
angels and urchins, in Shakespeare's comedies or Balzac's Sdra-

phitaandSarrasine-was now being raised to the level of theory. An
obscure middle zone seemed to be drawing into itself the once

clearly counterposed notions 'male' and 'female' and to be

hastening an immemorially ancient classificatory tradition to its
close. Proust and Freud each responded to this crisis with a vein of
historico-biological whimsy that was characteristic of their time. If
'male' and 'female' were no longer available to the observer of
human sexuality as an efficient system of classes then the reason for
their shortcomings was to be sought not in the recent history of
European culture, not in the changing Pressures which that culture
placed upon the sexual instinct, but in the early history of
biological species. The journey back through biological time led
not to an Eden of bipolar sexual difference but to a primordial
hermaphroditism:
EnFn, I'inversion elle-mdme, vcnant de ce que I'inverti se rapproche trop de la

femme pour pouvoir avoir des rappotts utiles avec elle, se rattache pat li i une loi
plus haute qui fait que tant de fleurs hermaphrodites restent infEcondes, c'est-i-
dire i la st6rilit6 de I'autof6condation. Il est vrai que les invertis i la recherche d'un
mile se contentent souvent d'un inverti aussi eff6min6 qu'eux. Mais il suffit qu'ils
n'appartiennent pas au sexe f6minin, dont ils ont en eux un embryon dont ils ne

p",rrr.nt se servir, ce qui arrive i tant de fleurs hermaphrodites et mSme i certains

animaux hetmaphrodites, comme I'escargot, qui ne peuvent Otte f6cond6s par

eux-m6mes, mais peuvent l'€tre par d'autres hermaphtodites. Par li les invertis,

qui se rattachent volontiers i l'antique Orient ou d l'ige d'or de la Grdce,

remonteraient plus haut encore, i ces 6poques d'cssai or) n'existaient ni les fleurs

diofques ni les animaux unisexu6s, i cet hermaphroditisme initial dont quelques

rudiments d'organes miles dans I'anatomie de la femme et d'otgancs femelles

dans l'anatomie de l'homme semblent conserver la trace.r6 (1, 629)

In this passage from the incomparably passionate and witty
exordium to Stodome et Gomorrlte, Proust's rratr^tot has naturalised

homosexual desire by moving its main field of action from the

cultural to the biological sphere and its golden age from Greek
antiquity to the remote first stirrings of terrestrial life: homo-
sexuality, far from being a psychological predisposition of certain

individuals within human society, is part of man's archaic

biological inheritance. Freud, in his account of bisexuality or
'psychical hermaphroditism' in the Tbree Essals, entertaine{..the

same biological analogy in his search for an exPlanation of what
were indisputably mental and social facts:

. it appears that a certain degree of anatomical heimaphtoditism occurs

normallv. In everv normal male or female individual, traces are found of the
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apparatus of the opposite sex. These either persist without function as

rudimentary organs or become modified and take on other functions.
These long-familiar facts of anatomy lead us to suPPose that an originally

bisexual physical disposition has, in the course of evolution, become modified
into a unisexual one, leaving behind only a few traces ofthe sex that has become

atrophied. (vIr, r4r)

The analogical explanation that biology seemed about to provide
was promptly but with some regret rejected by Freud: 'The truth
must therefore be recognized that inversion and somatic herm-
aphroditism are on the whole independent of each other' (r+r) -
although explanations of this sort continued to fascinate him
throughout his career. If the develoPment of minds could not in
the end be thought of as imitating that of bodies, and if ontogenesis
did not in exact and determinate ways recapitulate phylogenesis,
nature could not, strictly, be blamed. But by refusing such

replications of structure nature had certainly, in Freud's view,
missed an opportunity for beauty and elegance in its organisation
of itself.

InBeynd the Pleasure Principh, Freud, like Proust's narrator, uses

the Greek golden age as a staging Post on his way to a Possible
biological explanation and chooses from that age the text that has

always marked, for theorists of sex, its most resplendent moment:
Plato's S1nposium.l7 Science has little to tell us, Freud says, about
either of the two sets of forces - the instincts of 'life' and 'death'-
thatBeynd the Pleasure Principh sets against each other. Yet Plato's
fabulous hermaphrodites (S1np., r89) may perhaps suggest one

way in which science, destitute of illuminating hypotheses about
the origin of sexuality, could proceed:

In quite a different tegion, it is true, we /, meet with such a hypothesis; but it is of
so fantastic a kind - a myth rather than a scientiFc explanation - that I should not
venture to ptod.r.e it here, were it not that it fulfils precisely the one condition
whose fulfilment we desire. For it traces the origin of an instinct to a ,teed l0 restlre

an earlier :tate of thittgs.
'What I have in mind is, of course, the theory which Plato put into the mouth of

Aristophanes in the Slnposian, and 'which deals not only with the origit of rhe

sexual instinct but also with the most impottant of its variations in relation to its

object. 'The original human nature was not like the Present, but different. In the

6rst place, the sexes were originally three in number, not two as they are now;
there was man, woman, and the union of the two. . . .' Everything about these

primaeval men was double: they had four hands and four feet, two faccs, two
privy parts, and so on. Eventualiy Zeus decided to cut these men in two, 'like a

sorb-apple which is halved fot pickling'. After the division had been made, 'the
two parts of man, each desiring his other half, came together, and threw therr
arms about one another eaget to grow into one'.
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Shall we follow the hint given us by the poet-philosopher, and venture upon
the hypothesis that living substance at the time of its coming to life u/as torn aPart
into small particles, which have evet since endeavoured to teunite through the
sexual instincts? that these instincts, in which the chemical affnity of inanimate
matter persisted, gradually succeeded, as they developed through the kingdom of
the protisra, in overcoming the difficulties put in the way of that endeavour by an

environment charged with dangerous stimuli - stimuli which compelled them to
form a protective cortical layer? that these splinteted fragments of living
substance in this way attained a multicellular condition and finally transfetred the
instinct for reuniting, in the most highly concentrated Form, to the germ-cells?-
But here, I think, the moment has come ior breaking off. (xvrn, 5 7-8)

In the years when Freud found it necessary to rebut repeatedly the
charge that psychoanalysis was a lubricious 'pan-sexualism', the

'divine Plato' (vrr, r14) was the most notable of the character
witnesses he called in his own defence (xvrrr,9I, xIX,2r8, xxII,
2o9).r8 It was as absurd to accuse psychoanalysis of explaining
'everything'by sex as it would be to make the same charge against
Plato's symposiasts in their celebrations of Eros. Butthe Slmposium
has in this passage a much less diplomatic and public-spirited role.
It is called upon to initiate, and confer respectability upon, a

characteristic Freudian departure into theoretical reverie. His
eventual return to strict and responsible science is announced by an
equally characteristic gesture of seeming recantation: 'But here, I
think, the moment has come for breaking off.'le The pleasures of
the speculative intelligence that Freud abandons with this gesture
are complex ones. For the intuition about the instinctual life that he

introduces by way of Plato - that instincts have their origin in 'a
need to restore an earlier state of things'- is tested by methods that are

themselves speculative, if not plainly science-fictional. Freud's
search for the origin of the instincts leads him to surmise that the
desired origin might be found precisely in the predisposition of
animate matter to desire a return to its original state. The theorist's
desire for origins is thus written into the book of Nature as the
prototype of all desire.20 His own text returns upon the anterior
textual world of Plato just as Plato's returned upon the fabled
'initial hermaphroditism' of the human species, and the 'scientific'
hypothesis that the Platonic myth allegedly facilitates in fact does

no more than provide for that myth a protective cortical layer of
erudite terminology.

In the immediate vicinity of the passages I have quoted from
Sodome et Gomorrhe and Beynd the Pleavre Principle, both authors
make as it were ceremonial reference to Darwin2l as an emblem of

Fread and Proast

irreproachably strict biological science. But both urriters in their
fantasticated accounts of the yearnings felt by unisexual human
creatures for their bisexual ore-existence are closer to the scientific
world of Erasmus Darwin's Tbe Loues of the Plants than to his
grandson's Origin of Species. The quest for mental or instinctual
'origins' 'il/as at once an austere moral responsibility and a pretext
for phantasy and play. For Proust's narrator this quest was the
boldest element in an elabonte dffince et illustration of the
homosexual condition; for Freud it was the psychological
scientist's supreme calling. But once anchorage of this kind had
been found and praiseworthy intentions declared, the way was
opened up to multifarious textual invention. The hermaphrodite
who guarded the instinctual origins was also the patron deity of the
polymorphous, pleasure-seeking writer at work upon his page.22

Elsewhere than in the opening pages of Sodone et Gomorrhe there
is little evidence to suggest the presence in A la recherche du tenps
perda of a tlteory of bisexuality. Indeed bisexuality - whether as a
term, or as a concept, or even as a phenomenon complex enough to
be theorised upon - is almost compietely absent from the
remainder of Proust's novel.23 Although the book as a whole is a
vast fresco of imperious sexual energy, changes in sexual orien-
tation almost all follow the same pattern: an apparently hetero-
sexual man orwoman emerges as homosexual in fact, Such
conversions or comings-out accumulate so fast towards the end of
the novel that a decidedly comic air of millennial upheaval is
created. Most of the narrator's discussion of Albertine's ob-
durately ambiguous sexuality has to do with the question 'which
does she reaQt deske, men oluromen?' Proust prided himself on
the creation late in the novel of Morel - who desire d both, and with
apparently equal intensity - but seems to have had or to have
affected doubts about whether any significant number of in-
dividuals thus constituted actually existed. 'Ce sont du reste les
brutes i qui ce r6le est d'habitude d6parti', he said in his essay on
Baudelaire, while congratulating himself in an aside upon the
singularity of Morel's character.2a

Not possessing the term 'bisexuality', and in a book where
homosexuality as distinct from bisexuality provided a major
element of teleological structure, Proust nevertheless endowed his
n rtator with an indefinite capacity for bisexual phantasy and
repeatedly allowed a volatile sense of sexual indeterminacy into the
fine textures of his writing. Among the many cues for phantasy of
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this kind that the n rrator encounters in everyday experience,

works of art - quoted, alluded to or described - have a particularly

prominent role. And they offet the novelist handling what rvas still
a shameful theme an opportunity for obliqueness and discretion: in
the absence of a full-scale theory of sexual origins, vrorks of art
suggest that the modes of desire proscribed by modern Europe
have a long, dignified and thoroughly European prehistory.

In my first example, again taken from the episode of the

telegram in La Fugitiae, the work of art involved is a literary one -
Racine's Phidre. 'How strange it is that I should be so completely
cured of my love for Albertine', the narr^tor has iust suggested:

Est-ce pour cette 6lle que ie revoyais en ce moment si bouffie et qui avait

certainement vieilli comme avaient vieilli les filles qu'elle avait aim6es, est-ce Pouf
elle qu'il fallait renoncer i l'eclatante fille qui 6tait mon souvenir d'hier, mon

espoir de demain, i qui |e ne pourrais plus donner un sou' non plus qu'i aucune

auite, si j'6pousais Albertine, renoncer i cette "Albettine nouvelle", "non point
telle que I'ont vue les Enfets" "mais fidile, mais fidre et mdme un peu fatouche"?

c,6tait elle qui €tait maintenant ce qu'Albertine avait €tt. autrefois: mon amouf

pour Alberiine n'avait 6t6 qu'une forme passagEre de ma d6votion i la

jeunesse.2s (t:r, 644)

As the narrator's dream-like retrospection espouses Phddre's in
her celebrated speech of avowal -

Je I'aime, non point tel que I'ont vu les enfers,

Volage adorateut de mille objets divers,

Qui va du Dieu des morts d6shonorer la couche;

Mais Gdtsle, mais fier, et mAme un peu farouche,

Charmant, jeune, trainant tous les ceuts aprds soi,

Tel qu'on i6peint nos Dieux, ou tel que ie vous voi'26 (Ir' v)

* echoes are sounded back through the intricate Racinian sub-text

of the novel. As a child at combray, the narrator had seen himself

as a new Phtsdre at the moment of saying farervell to his beloved

hawthorns: 'comme une princesse de trag6die d qui pdseraient ces

vains ornements, ingrat envers l'importune main qui en formant

tous ces ncuds avait pris soin sur mon front d'assembler mes

cheveux' (r, r4y quotingPhidre,r.iii).2? (The narrative voice iniects

grotesque .o.tt.dy into the scene by assimilating Phtsd-re to a self-

ioitt.a .hild co*bed and curled for the photographer and by

transforming the Racinian alexandrine into lurching semi-metrical

prose.) In A l'onbre des jeunes f lles en feurs the flarrztor, preparing
^hi*t.if 

to hear La Berma perform (t,44o-3), had schooled himself

in an earlier speech of PhBdre's ('On dit qu'un prompt d6part vous

6loigne de nbus . . .') from the scene he quotes in La Fugitiue'

Freud and Proust

These and other self-identifications rvith Racine's heroine are now
recapitulated in a symmetrical exchange of sexual roles: the

n^rra;tor becomes Phddre to Albertine's Hippolyte. 'I am ac-

customing myself', Freud wrote to Fliess, 'to regarding every

sexual ^ri ^s 
u process in which four individuals are involved'

(Freud/Fliess, 364i Origins, ,89).28 How eloquently Proust has

enshrined this fourness in the passage above; and with what
economy and wit does he remind us of the book's earlier Oedipal

drama: in a turbulent Phantasy provoked and abetted by literary
art, the n^rrator becomes an incestuously desiring mother - a

mother of the very kind that, as a child, he had most wished to
have.

The vicissitudes of sexual desire in Proust's account of Carpac-

cio, which is my second example, are less quadrilateral and more

complex. Onc effect of the unfortunate publishing history of
Proust's novel, both in French and in English, has been to confine

Carpaccio to the threshold of the small pantheon of 'Proustian

painters'.2e Asked to name a painter having a kinetic function in
the text of A la recherche, most readers are still likely to mention

Vermeer, or Botticelli, or Giotto, or various of the Impressionists,
or lfhistler. But not Carpaccio. Carpaccio was in fact inserted into
the narrative with great precision and was the subiect of one of
those minute long-term calculations in which the novel abounds'
He appears in the company of Racin e in A l' ombre:'Un Carpaccio i
Venise, la Berma dans Pltidre, chefs-d'ceuvre d'att pictural ou

dramatique que le prestige qui s'attachait i eux rendait en moi si

vivants , . .'(t, 44i.n Some z,zlo pages later the promise made in
these lines is kept: painter and dramatist reappear in close

proximity and the n^rrator demonstrates their continued living
pr.se.rc. within him by turning himself first into Phddre (ur,644)
and then into Carpaccio's Saint Ursula (rrr, 646). I shall quote the

main Carpaccio episode in its entirety and then discuss in turn the

two works referred to and reinvented by the narrator:

Nous entrions, ma mdre et moi, dans le baptistdre, foulant tous deux les

mosaiques de marbre et de verre du pavage, ayant devant nous les larges arcades

dont le temps a l6gdtement infl6chi les sutfaces €vas6es et roses, ce qui donne i
l'6giise, li oi il a respect6 la fraicheur de ce coloris, l'air d'€tte consttuite dans une

mati,ite douce et mall6able comme la cire de g6antes alv6oles; Ii au conttaire orf il a

racotni Ia matidre et orl les attistes l'ont ajour6e et rehauss6e d'or, d'6tre la

pr6cieuse reliure, en quelque cuir de Cordoue, du colossal Evangile de Venise.

Voyant que i'avais d rester longtemps devant les mosaiques qui repr6sentent Ie

baptdme du Chtist, ma mBre, sentant la fraicheut glac6e qui tombait dans le
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baptistdre, me jetait un chile sur les 6paules. Quand i'6tais avec Albertine i
Balbec, jc croyais qu'elle r6v6lait une de ces illusions inconsistantes qui
remplissent I'esprit de tant de gens qui ne pensent pas clairement, quand elle me

parlait clu plaisir - selon moi ne reposanl sur rien * qu'elle aurait i voir telle

peinture avec moi. Aujourd'hui, je suis au moins srit que le plaisir existe sinon de

voir, du moins d'avoir vu une belle chose avec une certaine personne. Une heure
est venue pour moi oi, quand je me rappelle le baptistdre, devant les flots du

-Jourdain ori saint Jean immerge le Chtist, tandis que la gondole nous attendait
devant la Piazzetta, il ne m'est pas indiff6rent que dans cette fraiche p6nombre, i
c6t€ de moi, il y erit une femme drap6e dans son deuil avec la ferveur respectueuse
et enthousiaste de la femme ig€e qu'on voit i: Venise dans la J-ainte Urnle de

Carpaccio, et que cette femme aux joues rouges, aux yeux tristes, dans ses voiles
noirs, et clue rien ne pourra plus jamais laite sottir pour moi de ce sanctuaire
douce ment 6clai16 de Saint-Marc oi ie suis srit de la retrouver Parce qu'elle y a sa

place r6serv6e et immuable comme une mosaique, ce soit ma mdre,

Carpaccio, cluc je viens de nommet et qui 6tait le peintre auquel, quand ie ne
travaillais pas i Saint-IvIarc, nous rendions le plus volontiers visite, faillit un iour
ranimet mon amour pour Albertine. Je voyais pour la premiire fois Le Patriarche

di Grartdo fsicf exorcisant an potsidi. Je regardais l'admirable ciel incarnat et violet
sur lecluel se d6tachent ccs hautes chemin6es inctust6es, dont la forme €vas6e et

le rouge 6panouissement de tulipes fait penset i tant de Venises de Whistler. Puis

mes yeux allaient du vieux Rialto en bois i ce Ponte Vecchio du XVe siBcle aux
palais de marbre orn6s de chapiteaux dor6s, revenaient au Canal oi les barques

sont men6es par des adolescents en vestes roses, en toques surmont6es d'aigrettes,
semblables i s'y m6prenclre i tel qui 6voquait vraiment Carpaccio dans cette

6blouissante Ligende de JosepD de Sert, Strauss et Kessler. Enfin, avant de quitter le

tableau mes yeux revinrent i la rivc ori fourmillent les scdnes de la vie v6nitienne
de l'6poque. Je regardais le barbiet essuyer son rasoir, le ndgre portant son

tonneau, les conversations des musulmans, des nobles seigneurs v6nitiens en

larges brocarts, en damas, en toque de velours cerise, quand tout i coup ie sentis

au ccrur comme une l6gdre morsure. Sur le dos d'un des Conpagnons de la Calla,
reconnaissable aux broderies d'or et de perles qui inscrivent sur leur manche ou

leur collet l'embldme dc la joyeuse confr6rie i laquelle ils 6taient af61i6s, je venais
de reconnaitre le manteau qu'Albertine avait pris pout venir avec moi en voiture
d6couverte i Vetsailles, le soir ori j'6tais loin de me douter qu'une quinzaine
d'heures me s6paraient i peine du moment oir elle partirait de chez moi. Toujours
prAte i tout, quand je lui avais demand6 de partir, ce triste iour qu'elle devait
appelcr dans la dernidre lettre "deux fois cr6pusculaire puisque la nuit tombait et

que nous allions nous cluitter", elle avait jet6 sur ses 6paules un manteau de

Fortuny qu'elle avait emport6 avec elle le Iendemain et que je n'avais jamais revu
depuis clans mes souvenirs. Or c'6tait dans cc tableau de Carpaccio que le fils
g6nial dc Venise l'avait pris, c'est des 6paules de ce compagnon de la Calla qu'1l

I'avait cl6tach6 pour le jeter sur celles de tant de Parisiennes, qu.i cettes ignoraient,
comme je I'avais fait lusqu'ici, que le moddle en existait dans un groupe de

seigncurs, au premier plan du Patriarche di Grado, dans une salle de l'Acad6mie de

Venise. J'avais tout teconnu, et, le manteau oubli6 m'ayant rendu pour le regatder
les yeux et le cceur de celui qui allait ce soirJi partir e Versailles avec Albertine, je
fus envahi pendant quelques instants par un sentiment trouble et bient6t dissip6

Freud and Proust

Venice, as v/e have aheady been reminded by this stage in the
novel, is a place where different styles and structures meet and
interweave. The acquisitive and assimilative Venetian republic had
made heterogeneity into a local rule, and artefacts, ideas and
feelings are aiike subject to it. The dominant gothic motif in the
civic and domestic architecture of the city is 'encore i demi arabe'
(62 5 )32 and, just as orient and occident flow together in rhe intricate
fagades ofthe buildings, so the narrator's possessive sexual passion
is directed at once towards his mother, who has accompanied him,
and towards the young working women of the town. The town-
scape is so completely sexualised that his morher, desiring and
desired, is described as having left a permanent imprint on his
memory of the Venetian gothic style (625), and the network of
lesser canals that he explores by gondola as offering an inex-
haustible 

^rny 
of erotic itineraries (626-). Before the re-entry of

Carpaccio, that is to say, Venice has already established itself as a
privileged site for phantasy and as an ingenious mechanism for the
transformation of desire.

The drama of the frrst p^r^gr^ph resides in the narrator's
improbable rediscovery of maternal power. I{aving travelled by
water to San Marco, he finds the basilica to be not a merely
monumental edifice but one that is mobile and fluent. a continu-
ation of the sea. The work of time upon the building has been to
replace straight lines by curves and that work is going on now,
for the whole place seems to have been 'construite dans une
matidte douce et mall6able comme la cire de g6antes alv6oles'.s
His mother's solicitude irr placing a shawl over his shoulders
persuades him that a special pleasure exists in seeing, or in having
seen, a thing of beauty in the company of this person rather than
that. But his commemoration of his mother's tenderness takes a
provocative form: in a world where everything else is exuberantly
in process, he turns her to stone. While the pavement mosaics
themselves become wax, the memory of her becomes 'immuable
comme une mosaique'.&

The narrator's mother attends upon his emotion before Ven-
etian 

^tt, 
just as an anonymous old woman attends upon Saint

Ursula in two of the eight panels, now in the Accademia, in which
Carpaccio depicts her spectacular career (Plates r and z). Ursula,
according to Carpaccio's version of the legend,35 was a Breton
princess, who agreed to marry the son of the pagan I(ing of
England only on condition that she be allowed to undertake an
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,u;:!:JO.:!:*r^'rs 
(.tt Ursila Clcte);

arduous pilgrimage with a multitudinous following of virgins. It
was on this pilgrimage that Ursula was martyred at the hands of the
Huns. It is not clear whether Proust had one only of these panels in
mind, although the phrase'ferveur respectueuse et enthousiaste'36
perlraps suggests the second woman, 

^t 
pr^yer, rather than the

6rst, wl-ro is depicted in passive contemplation. The question
'which panel did he mean?' is in any case not a particulady sensible
<.rne in that the ueccltia - who was to become a familiar motif in
Venetian narrative painting of the cinqaecentosT - is one of several
elemcnts fr<>m the first painting that the second self-consciously
recombines.3s Each of the panels is in the form of an episodic
narrative designed to be read from left to right. In the first the
arrival of the linglish ambassadors in an enchanted, Venetianised
Brittnny, and their homage to the Breton l(ing, are followed by the
discussion between father and daughter of the marriage settlement.
ln the second tl-re slaughter of Ursula and her companions is
followed by her funeral ceremony. In both the old woman
occupies the bottom right of the painting, is present during the
latest narrative stage, and is active within the pictorial design while
having no role in the story. In the first work, she is half-turned out
of the picture plane and into the space occupied by the spectator;
sl.re contraclicts the flat rightwards movement of the tale, not
simply by turning outwards, but by mirroring the leaning, askew
posture of the I(ing in a composition where almost all other figures
are seen fr:ontally or in pro6le. She occupies a point of tension
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between depth visibly receding into the picture, into the I(ing's
private chambet, and depth invisibly projecting from the picture
into 'our' world. In the second work her kneeling figure in the
funeral scene mirtors Ursula's kneeling figure in the scene of
murder. Both praying women are in full profile. Yet despite their
mirroring of each other the figure of the old woman still has a

contradictory energy: she kneels against the direction of the corpse
and the funeral cortdge and looks backrvards into a now
superseded phase of the narrative. Her hands posed diagonally
upwards join forces with the episcopal mitres to counteract the
diagonally downwards movement of the lethal Hunnish shaft.
Both old women are active without doing anything, active by
being there; both are placed at the foot ofa staircase that neither of
them, it is clear, is eligible to ascend. For on the podium to which
each staircase leads a sacrament is being prepared or enacted. It is
this'being there', this mute attending upon the suffering, travail or
death of another woman, that provides the bridge between
Carpaccio's repoussoir figure and the figure of the narrator's
mother, and this that allows the narrator momentarily to become,
in his Venetian rapture, a virgin bride, pious and resolute as she

faces martyrdom. But what passion is it that the narrator, having
thus become feminine and Ursuline, undergoes? And what entitles
him to annex to himself his mother's mourning for her orvn
mother?

z Catpaccio, The Marjrdon of Urnla (.lt LIrnla C.yle); Venice , Accademia
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In this paragraph, as in earlier ones, the narrator's mother has

acquired an extraordinary cadential weight. For the second time in
this Venetian episode the word 'mdre' has closed a long and
elaborate pangraph; for the second time it has both acted as the
long-deferred resoiution ofan intricate syntactic pattern and been
associatecl with Venetian stone.se In a world where the stones
themselves are labile and capricious, the psychical life of the
individual is licld to be organised and governed by weighty
internal fixtures. Love of this mother and for this mother is the
only enduring thing in a mutable world, and is undergone as a
passion and a martyrdom.

How close we are in this portrait of petrified human desire to an

entire dimension of Freud's thought - not simply to its general
drift but to the animatcd metaphorical substratum of his texts.
Freud too was fascinated by the eloquence of vzorked stone,
although Rome rather than Venice was his Italian lieu d'dlection and
archaeology rather than architecture his favourite reservoir of
images.a0 Archaeology and psychoanalysis resembled each other in
that both were concerned rvith the excavation and restoration of a
previously lost past. But the excavator of mental objects had one
central advantage over his archaeological counterpart. For the
primitive sexual impulse, the traumatic event, the earliest con-
figurations of libido, belonged to a superior order of durability.al
\Where the material relics of human civilisation were friable and
destructible, primitive psychical relics were solid enough to prevail
against the innumerable adventitious pressures to vrhich minds are

exposed. Proust and Freud, who have a similar gift for dramatic
portraiture of mental process, take a similar pleasurc in the idea
tl-rat the mere desires of mere minds should provide firm bedrock
in an otherwise dispersive and entropic material world.a2 And both
write with particular force about the ways in vrhich libidinal
structures first produced in the context of the mother-child
relationship persist through adult life. In his last bool<, An Oatline

of Pycho-Anal1sis, Freud restated his lifelong maternal theme in
perhaps its gravest and simplest form:

A child's first erotic obiect is the mother's breast that nourishes it; love has its
origin in attachment to tlre satisfiecl need for nourishment . . . This first obiect is
later completed into the person of the child's mother, who not only nourishes it
but also looks after it and thus arouses in it a number ofother physical sensations,
pleasurable and unpleasurable. By her care oFthe child's body she becomes its first
serluccr. In these trvo rehtions lies the root of a mother's importance, unique,

Pread and Proust
without parallel, established unalterably for a rvholc lifetime as the first ancl

:::".::.r. 
love-obiect and as the prototype of all later love-rcletions,;*l 

T,ri

By way of the milky flow from breast to mouth, a rigid Pattern is

being created; in the playful caresses that pass between the chilcl
and its first seducer an implacable fatality is at rvork. The infant
human mind is already forming for itself the restrictions under
rvhich its later pursuit of pleasure and happiness will be conducted:
even as the child sucks, sacrifice and martyrdom are its lot.ag

\iThere the Carpaccio cadence of Proust's first paragraph
establishes the maternal prototype, the paragraph that follows
describes an attempt to be free of its determining force. The
painting to which the narrator now turns is hnown by a variety of
names in addition to the one that he provides, inclucling Miracolo
de//a reliqaia della Croce and The Healingof the Madnaa (Plate 3). One
can understand readily enough why the author of .1 la reclterche du

tenps perdu should have found this panel singularly absorbing. For
here, among numerous shared motifs, are: madness; madness
miraculously cured; madness and its cure both placed upon the
margins of a populous and variegated social rvorld. Here too are

the populace in its variety, and, caught up within that variety, a

number of exciusive societies - those of the priesthood, monastic
orders, trade guilds and that elegant coterie of young noblemen-
about-town known as the conpagnia de/la Ca/7a. The miracle-
working patriarch himself may well remind us of the curative
paternal power so singuiarly absent from the novel. But despite the

wealth of associations between painting and novel, Carpaccio's
work is incorporated smoothly into Proust's narrative structure.
The relationship between this paragraph and the preceding one,
and between this painting and the Ursula cycle that it follows in
Proust's narrative is, at its simplest, one of chiasmus: the
multifarious Venetian world of the first paragraph comes to rest

upon a figure from Carpaccio, and Carpaccio then offers, in the
second paragraph, a return route to Venice in its multifariousness;
two accounts of mobile desire pivot upon an image of desire
fixated. Within the ever-changing topography to which this
second painting returns the narrator's attention, a sexual meta-
morphosis, of man into woman, again occupies a central position.
Fortuny, like so many brilliant couturiers, is a plagiarist. Ile has

plundered Carpaccio for his designs, and in removing a cape from
fashionable fifteenth-century Venetian men has made it available
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to fashionable modern Parisian women. Contemplating these
sumptuously attired men, the narrator is brought back, in a sudden
moment of pained recognition, to Albertine and to those features
of her that had been most threatening and most alluring: her
seeming duplicity and the indeterminacy of her sexual appetites.
This male figure in female-seeming garb in the painting is wearing
the cape of one who was 'touiours pr6te i tout'.44

This momentary reawakening of desire for Albertine is announ-
ced at the start of the paragraph and explained at some length in the
second half. But throughout this remarkable page, an unstoppable
transformational machinery is in operation. There are no ident-
ities, only traiectories; no original, only derived forms. Carpaccio's
work reproduces that of nameless contemporary costume-makers
and is itself reproduced in the work of later artists: in Whistler,
Jos6-Maria Sert and Fortuny. Carpaccio's paintings become stage
designs in the hands of Sert (whom Diaghilev brought together
with Richard Strauss as composer and Harry l(essler as choreo-
grapher for the ballets rasses production of the Legend of Joseph) and
dress designs in the hands of Fortuny - who was a migrant from
Spain to Venice to Paris.abThanks to Carpaccio's record of Venice,
clothing from across the centuries is reborn as clothing, and paint
as paint. Features of San Marco as described in the preceding
paragraph are transported to the neighbourhood of the Rialto:
material that decorative artists had'aiour6e et rehauss6e d'or'in the
baptistery is now echoed in the 'chemin6es incrust6es' of
Carpaccio's skyline, ,ust as the 'surfaces 6vas6es et roses' of the
arcades are rediscovered in the 'forme 6vas6e et le rouge
6panouissement de tulipes' of these same chimneys, the full
description of which in Le Cdti de Guermantes (u, 572) is about to be
repeated verbatim (rrr, 6;o).46

Above all Proust is interested in the many alternative traiec-
tories for the eye that Carpaccio has inserted into his painting.
(One has only to see the work in the Accademia in the company of
contemporary works also celebrating Venetian scenes and cere-
monies - by Gentile Bellini, Mansueti and Bastiani - to become
aware of how complex Carpaccio's handling of depth and multiple
perspective is.) The n^rr^tor traces in some detail one of the routes
taken by his eye within the painting: from the chimneys, to the old
Rialto, to the palaces on the canal-side, to the water traffic, and
back along the teeming canal-bank. The portrait of Venice that
emerges as he describes this receding avenue of human types and
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trades is of course famlliar from generations of earlier writers and
artists: Venice as the point of intersection between otherwise
remote societies, manners and artistic styles had been celebrated
before Carpaccio and by Proust's time had become an essential
commonplace of the guide-books and of belletrist travel impres-
sions such as Gautier's ltalia 0852) and Taine's Volage en ltalie
(r866).4? Proust not only re-orchestrates the familiar theme, but
distorts the painting in his reteliing to improve upon Carpaccio's
presentation of this inveterately heterogeneous city. In the
painting only one black appears - in the fluent form of the moorish
gondolier who occupies the centre foreground. Proust has taken
this figure, removed him from the foreground, placed him firmly
in the dimension of depth and given him someone else's bartel to
carry: 'le nBgre portant son tonneau'.48 Let the rich seam of human-
kind that plunges into the painting be one of ethnic as rveli as

professional diversity, he seems to be saying: let the eye on its
journey into Venetian space move from Europe to Africa to the
Levant, and from Christianity to Islam. In Venice such journeys
are a chief delight.

This point is repeated a hundred or so pages later in the novel, at
the start of Le Tenps retroaui, in Proust's last reference to
Carpaccio. During the war the presence of allied troops from the
outposts of Empire has made Paris resemble Carpaccio's Venice:

. . . c'6tait le d6fi16 lc plus disparate des uniformes des ttoupes alli6es; et parmi
elles, des Africains en jupe-culotte rouge, des Hindous enturbann6s de blanc
suffisaient pour que de ce Patis ori je me promenais je fisse toute une imaginaire
cit€ exotique, dans un Orient i la fois minutieusement exact en ce qui concernait
les costumes et la couleut des visages, arbitrairement chim€rique en ce qui
concernait le d6cor, comme de la ville ori il vivait Catpaccio 6t une J6rusalem ou
une Constantinople en y assemblant une foule dont la merveilleuse bigarrure
n'6tait pas plus color6e que celle-ci.ae Qn, 763)

The minimal index of cultural diversity is here the same as it had
been in Proust's fictional recreation of The Healing of the Madman: a
cosmopolitan scene must Possess at least one person from Africa
and several from the East. The black and Muslims are rePlaced by
Africans and Hindus. lWhereas in the Carpaccio painting the black
wore red on the top half of his body, his counterparts now wear it
on the bottom hall white turbans, which had formerly been
Islamic emblems, are now emblems of Hinduism. In this final
appeal to Carpaccio, then, Proust is re-transforming his earlier
revised vcrsion of the painting. Carpaccio, under whose patronage

Freud and Proust

the narrator's sexual identities and aims are diversified, is himself
transformed by Proust's all-consuming text.m

Freud is well known as the tragedian of libidinal fixation. But he
also wrote eloquently about that <luality of libido - 'plasticity' or
'free mobility' - that made its sublimation and socialisation
possible:
. . . 'q/e must bear in mtnd that the sexual instinctual impulses in particular are

extraordinarily pla:tic, if I may so express it. One of them can take the place of
another, one ofthem can take over another's intensity; ifthe satisfaction ofone of
them is frustrated by reality, the satisfaction of another can afford complete
compensation. They are related to one another like a network of intercom-
municating channels filled with a liquid . . . Further, the component instincts oF

sexuality, as well as the sexual current which is compounded from them, exhibit a

large capacity for changing their object, for taking another in its place - and one,

therefote, that is more easily attainable.

(Ifiroductorj, I'ectures (t9t6 ry), xvr, 141)5r

Venice * was there ever a more glorious 'network of intercom-
municating channels filled rvith a liquid'? - provides Proust vrith a

model not only of desire in perpetual displacement but of the
sublimating and desublimating exchanges that occur betrrseen the
sexual and the cultural realms. Architecture and painting divert
and absorb the narrator's sexual impulses, but precariously. At any
moment the gothic trefoil may drive him back upon his Oedipal
longing, or 

^ 
C^rpaccio panel reawaken his passion for Albertine.

The 'free' mobility of his desire as it plays upon the works of
culture constantly stumbles into unfreedom.

In 'Analysis Terminable and Interminable' ( r 9 3 7) Freud drew a

brief combined picture of the 'fixated' and 'mobile' libidinal types
(xxrrr, z4r*z). What Proust has done in this passage from La
F agitiue - and in numerous other sections of the novel - is draw an
extended picture of the same kind, but making both types internal
to his narrator and enacting each of these desiring styles within the
movement of his own text. The narrator, who is capable elsewhere
of irate or complacent or defensive statements of sexuai preference,
achieves by way of works of art, and in the texture of his own
discourse, a condition of extreme libidinal mobility, Differences of
sexual orientation become, within the texture of Proust's writing,
handleable, shimmering stuf, a variegated fabric like the costumes
of the compagnia de//a Cal7a. Writing offers a precious escape from a

punitive sexual typology.
Yet desire plainly does not run unhindered from one delight to

the next, in writing or anywhere else. The interconnected channels
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of Venice, lilie those explored by the writer when engaged upon
the higher tourism that is textual production, are haunted by

emblems of immobilised desire, and the iourney that promises

displacernent and diversification without end may abruptly return
the traveller to his point of departure. Proust writes with great
scruple and precision about the almost-freedom of desire, and

about the helplessness induced by the discovery that the severest

limitations placed upon that freedom are internal to the mind,
unwilled and indissoluble. At the centre of the Venetian chiasmus,

the narrator's mother stands (or sits, or kneels) as an intractable

stone guest, calling him back from his erotic adventutes and re-
infantilising his once-de6ant adult emotion' And the mother's

power runs acfoss the chiasmus too: her gesture of solicitude ('ma

mdre . . . me f etait un chAle sur les Epaules') is repeated by Albertine
as a gesture of sauue-c1ai-peut self-intetest ('elle avait iet€ sur ses

6panles un manteau de Fortuny'), and by Fortuny as one of
insolent acquisitiveness ('c'est des 6paules de ce compagnon de la

Cal7,a qu'|l I'avait d6tach6 pour le ieter sur celles de tant de

Pariiiennes').52 Even as the mother's action is travestied and des-

ecrated its prototypical status is reinforced. Quite apart from the

internal constraints of forgetfulness and distorted remembrance

that organise these paragraphs, the 'merveilleuse bigarrure'53

of the Carpaccio episode in its entirety and of its brief reprise in Le

T'enps retroaud is hemmed in by the spectacle of other people's

sexuality, which may add little to the variegation of the world and a

great deal to the individual's sense of forlornness in his own
desires. The'sentiment trouble . . . de d6sir et de m6lancolie'54 that
a detail of Carpaccio's painting precipitates is to reappear and

achieve elegiac intensity in the remaining pages of La Fugitiue,

wl-rich are concerned with the narrator's discovery of Saint-Loup's
homosexuality'55 And the reappearance of Carpaccio's Venice acts

as a prelude to further sexual researches and to scenes of sado-

masochistic excitement and abjection that the narrator observes

from a distance, through a peephole. The narrator is formed by
others in his capacity to desire, yet perPetually discovers that the

desires of others are not, or not yet, his.

IV

The two sample areas in which I have chosen to comPare Freud
and Proust clearlv have much in common. For the student of

Fread and Proust

'failed oerformances' who Derceives desire errant in discourse is
confronting, case by .rr., ,.g-..tts of the psychoJibidinal motor
that propels all performances. That motor may be hypothetically
reconstructed from these punctual emergences ofthe unconscious
into the behavioural domain, but may also be modelled by scanning
behaviour over time and by sounding its subterranean contours.
The momentary Fehlleistungen of sexual creatures will have no
semantic pov/er and will not be interpretable until they have been

exposed to a theory - or inserted into a story - about human
sexuality at large. Yet 'sexuality ^t 

large' will be a vapid and

unwieldy topic of concern for theorist or novelist unless in-
dividual events are called upon to exert a continual particularising
pressure upon it. Proust and Freud are memorably alike in their
capacity to adopt both these approaches - now concurrently, now
consecutively - to their overflowing dossiers of observational
material, and to sustain relentless dialogue between the freedom
and the fixation of desire. For both of them observation confirms
unerringly that desire errs. Yet what vzould their books have been

like if they had had no other message? What enchanted verbal
confections would we now possess, what extravaganzas of
omnivorous appetite and polymorphous passion? The books they
in fact wrote are permeated by the knowledge that desire - agile,
Protean, acquisitive and experimental as it may be - has in each

local instance its inescapable prehistory, its determining pattern of
choices already made and its moorings within a sensate organism.
Pleasure-seeking errance may have been inaugurated long ago by
simple etetrlr, and may still bear its traumatic mark. For Proust's
narr^tor, mapping ontogenesis on to phylogenesis as boldly as

Freud ever did, the peculiar anxieties of the homosexual dis-
position may be traced back to an 'erreur initiale de la soci6t6' (rr,
6zz),56 an unfortunate fall from the'hermaphroditisme initial' (rr,
629) of the species.s? Homosexuai desire is founded uPon one

memory of prelapsarian bliss, heterosexual desire upon another.
But both are products of limitation and constraint. Bisexuality
remembers the protozoic Eden more completely, and rediscovers
its many pleasures more readily, but is preyed uPon, as all sexual

dispositions are, by that other prehistory - of training and
coercion. seduction and couriter-seduction- which is the life of the
human infant within the family. For both writers the narrative
about desire that sets the pre- and postlapsarian states against each

other may be duplicated, enlarged or miniaturised at will: it may be
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told of the species or the individual, of organisms or minds, of
legendary monsters or modern nurslings. There was once a

paradise in which multiform desires were unfailingly satiated (in
the primal oceans, at the mother's breast) and there is now (among
unisexual mammals, in the social group) a fallen world of
severance, dissatisfaction, envy and pursuit. The two phases of
that narrative are connected by an unhappy power of remembrance
that visits upon the individual a knowledge of what has been lost.

Most of my discussion has been taken up with fairly obvious
similarities betrveen F-reud and Proust and I shall end with another.
But before ending, I shall speak briefly of a dissimilarity that
cannot not be mentioned if a comparative Portrait along the lines

sketched here is to make sense. Proust and Freud, rvhile te-
markably similar in their models of human desire and in their
oostulation of an unconscious upon which the coherence of those

models depends, are dissimilar in their accounts of the main access

routes to the unconscious and ofthe benefits that having access to
it may be expected to provide. S7here Proust's nartatot, in Le

Tenps retroaud, speaks of joy and ecstasy, Freud speaks of work.
Intense moments of contact with the unconscious are,fot Proust, a

gratuitous grace - spontaneous, uncovenanted, ungovetned by
rule; they are the culmination of an unplanned individual iourney
into the psychical underworld; they are the introspective's best

reward, the last leap into apPerceptive knowledge of a mind
accustomed to solitary exertion. For Freud such moments occur by
way of the indirections and mediations of interpersonal dialogue
and may be attested by the subject's resistance to their onset, or by
the pain they cause; although they too cannot be planned for, the
working conditions and conventions in which they are pursued
must be rigorously controlled; they may bring further pain, further
wotk and further dialogue in their wake. Even here, points of
comparison exist. The narrator, returning to the social vrorld at the
end of his introspective trances in Le Tenps retrouud, in some

respects resembles an analysand emerging from a particularly
fruitful analytic session: he is less anguished, less censorious, more
versatile in his sympathies and more self-accePting. And Freud
would surely not have dissented from Proust's valedictory maxim
'tous les altruismes ttconds de la nature se d6veloppent selon un
mode 6goiste' (rrI, to36), nor failed to perceive its applications to
psychoanalysis. Yet the gulf between Freud and the Proust of Le
Tenps retrouui is still very wide on tl're matter of how liberating and

Fread and Proast

enabling discoveries about the mind can best be made. I spoke, at

the start, of the tension in A la recherche da tenps perdu between a

nart^tor who psychologised, ',vho'did' psychology of a kind that
the tradition of the moralisteshadmade familiar, and anarrator who

was the instrument of an alternative psychology, resembling

psychoanalysis, that the Proustian text itself enacted in its

diicontinuities, contradictions and re'ersals. Proust chose at the

end of the novel to give one of these narrators a special reward' He

provided his psychoiogising n rr^tor, that is to say, with the

apotheosis that his extraordinary introspective gifts most de-

sirved, and so removed him from the anxious interlocutory world
in which vast tracts of the preceding narrative had been situated'

Freud chose not only to inhabit that world but to create witl-rin it a

new style of clinical practice and a new scientific profession' 
.

My last resemblance is largely a matter of ambition and scale' The

persistence, the limitless emotional investment, the fecundating

egotism with which Proust and Freud both pursued their early

insights, together with their indefinite capacity to re-organise' re-

energise and re-dialecticise their representations of mental Pfocess,
make them heroes of the speculative mind, upholders of an

exacting code of theoretical prowess. Even as they discuss the

limitations under which the creative writer labours, their desire-

laden writing presses beyond them. Even as they trace the

boundaries beyond which their texts have nothing to say' their

assimilative and expressive powers are calling tirose boundaries

into dispute. And both of them expend huge energies in the

recapituiation, correction and reinforcement of their own ideas -
on sexuality as on everything else - as if the supreme test of an

existing theory rvere its capacity to generate alternative versions of
itself.
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